After you have drilled and tapped your 3 holes in the upper panel shoebar (see print DSD-D).

Position DSD onto rail just below the upper door panel. you will have to pull the cable to release the tension

Pull the upper door panel down to position your 3 mounting holes behind the DSD.

Insert the top and bottom socket head cap screws. use the middle hole and allen key for leverage, pulling the cable up as far as it will go, as shown.

clamp vise grips onto the cable above the U shaped tube.

With the vise grips still in place, insert the cable tie as shown.

Ensure your upper door panel runs smoothly on the rail.
After you have drilled and tapped your 3 holes in the Gate Shoebar (see print DSD-G).
Position DSD onto the gate rail just below the chain hanger you will have to pull the cable to release the tension.

Install the longer chain stud provided.
Attach connecting ring to DSD with 1/4” bolt.
Connect the DSD Cable to the chain stud using the connecting ring.

Use the hex nuts to pull the connecting ring UP, and setting the device.
Ensure the Gate Panel runs smoothly on the rail.